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ABSTRACT 
 

We model the dynamics of exiting low-income using discrete time hazard models while controlling for both observed and 
unobserved heterogeneity.  The emphasis of this paper is on the methodology behind the econometric hazard models and 
estimation procedures we are using to carry out our research.  An application to demonstrate the work, using longitudinal 
data from the United Kingdom, Germany, United States and Canada, is provided. The analysis relies on data from the 
Cross-National Equivalent files of the BHPS (for the UK), the GSOEP (for Germany), the PSID (for the US) and the SLID 
(for Canada). Longitudinal administrative data drawn from tax files from Canada are also used. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
The importance of viewing the labour market from a dynamic perspective is now accepted wisdom in both policy 
and academic circles.  The availability of longitudinal data and the appropriate analysis of them have helped to 
create a clearer picture of North American and European labour markets as it relates directly to policy concerns.  The 
most obvious example is the fuller understanding that has developed about the nature of low income.  Bane and 
Ellwood (1986) using longitudinal data from the US are often cited as one example of a particularly cogent portrait 
of the low-income population and the dynamic processes that determine entry into and exit from poverty.  The 
gradual availability of similar data in other countries has spawned a wide literature on this topic, with the most recent 
examples being Bradbury, Jenkins and Micklewright (2001), Jenkins (2000) and Stevens (1999). 
 
The objective of our research is to examine the dynamics of low income in a comparative way by focusing on North 
America and two European countries.  We use longitudinal data from Canada, the United States, Germany and the 
United Kingdom, and focus on developments during the 1990s. 
 
The emphasis of this paper is on the methodology behind the econometric hazard models and estimation procedures 
we are using to carry out our research.  In section 2, we begin with a brief overview of the data sources and bring 
attention to some issues that need consideration when conducting a comparative analysis of this nature.  Next, in 
section 3 we provide a detailed discussion on how we model transition probabilities including how we control for 
unobserved heterogeneity, the estimation procedure we use with complex survey data, a small example to illustrate 
how it all works and how to estimate variances.  Finally, we conclude the paper in section 4 by providing a brief 
summary of what we have accomplished thus far and outline how we intend to direct our future research. 
 
 

2.  DATA SOURCES AND ISSUES 
 
The data come from the Cross-National Equivalent Files (CNEF).  The CNEF brings together multiple waves of 
longitudinal data from Canada, United States, Great Britain, and Germany.  Variables across the surveys have been 
defined in a similar manner in order to encourage cross-national research (Burkhauser et al. 2000). The data 
extracted from CNEF, for the use of this study, originate from the Canadian Survey of Labour and Income Dynamic 
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(SLID, 1993-1998), the United States Panel Survey of Income Dynamics (PSID, 1990-1996), the British Household 
Panel Survey (BHPS, 1991-1999), and the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP, 1992-1999).  An advantage of 
CNEF data is that a set of estimates of annual income variables are provided that are not immediately available on 
the original data sets that have been derived from the original variables from all countries.  It includes pre- and post-
government household income, estimates of annual labour income, assets, imputed rent, private and public transfers, 
and taxes paid at household level.  The availability of information on each household income source allows a full 
picture to be developed of the relative roles of market, family and state in determining income level. 
 
A study which involves multi-national comparisons, incorporating data from different surveys all of which use 
different sampling methods, requires crucial and difficult decisions concerning various definitions and concepts. 
Which populations are we comparing? Considering, the limitation of each survey, the dynamic nature of the 
longitudinal populations, the non-response rates, etc. We need to define the unit of analysis and the unit’s income. 
Do we use before tax or after tax income?  For the CNEF we do not use the post-government variable due to the 
inconsistent definition across nations. How to define low income?  There is no one definition of low income in the 
four countries, the USA being the only one with an official “poverty” line. How should we assign an “equivalent 
income” to each unit member? Can we use total unit income as a function of the unit size or as function of the 
number of adults and number of children by assigning different weights to the adults and children?  For the most 
part, there are arguably many different answers, which are acceptable for each of these questions.  Here is what we 
did. 
 
Each individual living in the same household, whether or not they are related to each other by blood or marriage, are 
assigned an income value that is equivalent for each household member. Equivalent Income is calculated as a 
function of total household income adjusted to constant 1997 dollars and then divided by the square root of the size 
of the household, where household incomes are measured as market income prior to government transfers. Market 
income is defined in the same way as total income without taking into account public transfers, social security 
pension and taxes.  This can be regarded as an estimate of potential disposable income for each household member 
under the assumption of equal sharing.  Furthermore, annual income rather than income at the time of interview is 
used. An individual is defined as being in low income, in a particular year, if the household income falls below one 
half of the national median in that year.  
 
The samples are meant to be representative of all individuals in the population including children and non-working 
people.  However, in order to fit into our transition models, only individuals with spells that had a fresh start of low-
income (non-left censor) during the period of observation of the study are included.  Once an individual is in low 
income, we follow the low income spell until it ends or it is right-censored at the end of the survey period.  Multiple 
spells of low income by the same individual are included in the study and assumed to be independent of each other, 
therefore our most basic unit of study is a low income spell and we are interested in observing, after an individual 
begins a low income spell, the end of that particular spell of low income. Those individuals who had discontinuity at 
any point during the period of study are dropped (for data missing for one or more years). 
 
We also included, from Canada, the Longitudinal Administrative Data (LAD), enabling us to compare two data 
sources within Canada. LAD is created from various administrative data files including tax filings and the child tax 
benefit file. LAD presently spans 19 years (1982-2000) and contains information on individuals and their families 
with additional years of information added for the selected individual as they become available. Individuals 
contained on the LAD file are selected using a Bernoulli sampling scheme. This sampling scheme makes it easy to 
select individuals, and account for population changes such as births, deaths, immigrants, emigrants, etc (Small Area 
and Administrative Data Division, 2002). 
 
 



3.  MODELING TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 
 
At time 0t =  we observe the start of low income spell i . For any other time t , 0t >  let ity , ni ,...,1=  denote the 

outcome for spell i  where 1=ity  if the thi  spell exits low income at time t  and 0=ity  otherwise. Assume that the 

conditional probability of success at time t  is modeled as 
 

 βx T
itit )p(itlog = , (3.1) 

 
where ))a1/(alog()a(logit −= , itx  is a 1×p  vector of independent variables, and possibly interactions of these 

independent variables, and β  is a 1×p  vector of parameters.  We are primarily interested in making inferences 

about β .  Let us assume first that the thi  spell is observed iT  times until a success or a right censoring occur.  The 

likelihood function for individual i  under the assumption of independence from year to year is 
 

 it
T
ti fL i∏= , (3.2) 

 

where itit
ititit ppf yy )()1( 1−−= in case of Bernoulli distribution probability distribution for a given year.  β  can be 

estimates by using standard statistical software packages which generally use the Newton-Raphson or Fisher scoring 
method.  The estimator β̂  is the solution of an estimating equation of the form 

 
 )()( ββ ii uU ∑= , (3.3) 

 
where itititti pyu xβ )()( −∑=  in the case of a logit model for itp  as in (3.1). 

 
 
3.1  Unobserved Heterogeneity 
 
One major goal of our study is to identify independent variables that predict the probability of success which, in the 
context of our problem, is observing the end of a low income spell.  The vector of independent variables may include 
the duration of the spell along with socio-economic and demographic characteristics.  However, the probability of 
success may be influenced by a latent class variable.  An unobservable discrete variable, say Z , indicates the latent 
class of the i

th spell.  The variable is assumed to take G  distinct values, each of which corresponds to a distinct 

probability of success.  Therefore, the probability of success of the thi  spell at time t  depends on observed as well 
as unobserved characteristics. For example, in the case of 2G =  groups the unobserved component is introduced 
into the model in the same manner as the observed variables, that is, 
 
 gitgigt )(h λλµ += x  (3.4) 

 

where ),,gz|y(E itiitigt
βx==µ  is the conditional mean with ),( TT

g
T
g

αλ=β  the effect of the observed and 

unobserved variables for the gth group and (.)h is the link function.  One objective is to identify the latent class 

effect, which is statistically equivalent to determining whether gα  differs across latent groups. 

 
 



3.2  Estimation 
 
A Mixture of distributions framework, which covers the latent class problem, is used when the data can be viewed as 
arising from two or more populations mixed in varying proportions.  Each observed iy  is drawn from a super-

population P  which is a mixture of a finite number of G  populations G1 P,...,P  in some proportions G1,...,ππ , with  

 
1g g =∑ π  and 0g ≥π , Gg ,...,1= .  

 
Given the data, and a known form of the distributions, we wish to estimate the model parameters and the mixing 
distribution.  A mixture of distributions can be handled by using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm 
(Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977).  This procedure can be implemented using standard statistical software like SAS 
and writing an iterative code using a SAS defined function at the maximization step. For example, if with a logit link 
function in SAS, then the proc logistic function would be used for the maximization step.  This can be achieved by 
essentially creating G  copies of the data and then using the conditional probabilities as weights under the census 
case.  The calculation of the weights and the estimation of the parameters are repeated until convergence is achieved.  
Define the latent group membership indicator variables for spell i  as 1zig =  if gPi ∈  and 0zig =  if gPi ∉ .  The EM 

algorithm is applied to the mixture of distributions by treating the variable igz  as missing data.  The likelihood for 

the complete data for spell i  is given by 
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where )g,|y,...,y(ff T

i
1
iigig β= .  Using some initial value for )','(' πφ β= , say )m(φ , the E step requires the calculation 

of the pseudo complete log-likelihood based on the incomplete data 
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where ii Llogl = .  That is, each indicator variable igz  is replaced by its conditional expectation, igτ , where.  
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The intent of the M step is to choose the value of φ , say )1m( +φ , that maximizes ),( )(mQ φφ  subject to 1g g =∑ π .  

To accomplish the maximization step for each EM iteration, it suffices to solve  
 

 φπβxyφ ∂∂=∂∂ /),,(log iifil , (3.6) 

 
giving rise to the following two estimating equations 
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Both estimating equations (3.7) and (3.8) are of the form of (3.3). If the data are from a survey with a complex 
design, a design consistent estimator of (3.3) is given by 
 

  )()()(ˆ ββ iii uswU ∑= , (3.9) 

 



where )(swi is the survey weight for the thi spell in sample s . 

 
 
3.3  Characterization of Low Income Dynamics 
 
For the purpose of this paper, we will illustrate the method by modeling the probability of a low income spell ending 
using only a single explanatory variable, namely, the duration of the low income spell before ending.  Moreover, a 
common time period (1993-1998) will be chosen over all data sets to ensure simplicity and comparability of the 
countries.   Assume the following model for exiting “low” income:  
 
 )t(d)t(d)t(d i44gi33gi22g λλλα +++= git(g) )logit(p  

 
under a mixture of 2G =  distributions.  Where 1)t(d ji =  if jt =  years and 0  otherwise and gtλ  is the associated 

regression effect for the i th unit to exit low income after t  years under the g th group.  The parameter estimates are 

given in Table (3.1) for the five data sets studied. Table (3.2) displays the probability a low income spell will end 
after particular length of time (1,…,4+). 
 
The characteristics of the two groups depicted in Tables (3.1) and (3.2) appear to be similar for each data set.  Low 
income spells belonging to group one appear to have an extremely low probability of exiting at the beginning of the 
spell, but the probability of exiting increases the longer the spell lasts.  This group appears to characterize 
approximately 29% of the low income spells in Great Britain, 36% and 37% of the low income spells from the LAD 
and SLID data sets respectively in Canada, and 37% of the low income spells in Germany.  The second group, which 
characterizes the rest of the low income spells in each country, tells an opposite story.  Low income spells belonging 
to this group appear to have an easier time exiting low income in the early stages of the spell.  However, the longer a 
low income spell lasts, characterized by group two, the less likely that low income spell will end. 
 

Table 3.1: Parameter estimates of probability of exiting low income 1993-1998 

Canada Model 
Parameters 

LAD SLID 

Germany Great Britain * United States 

G 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

∀ -2.81 -0.02 -3.15 0.24 -3.18 -0.02 -3.78 -0.09 0.46 -0.86 

82 0.81 -0.78 0.30 -0.06 0.75 -0.51 0.31 -0.32 -1.98 -0.45 

83 1.56 -2.46 1.75 1.42 1.27 -2.48 1.40 -1.70   

84+ 1.77 -4.95 1.85 -4.76 1.92 -5.52 3.03 -4.16   

           

Β 0.36 0.64 0.37 0.63 0.37 0.63 0.29 0.71 0.37 0.63 

* Note:  an error reading the CNEF data file for the 1997 United States data inhibited analysis for that country past the 2nd year   

 



 

Table 3.2: Probability to exit low income after t years 1993-1998 

Canada Duration 

LAD SLID 

Germany Great Britain United States 

G 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 0.057 0.495 0.041 0.560 0.040 0.495 0.022 0.476 0.613 0.297 

2 0.119 0.310 0.055 0.545 0.081 0.371 0.030 0.399 0.179 0.212 

3 0.223 0.077 0.198 0.840 0.129 0.076 0.085 0.143   

4+ 0.261 0.007 0.214 0.012 0.221 0.004 0.321 0.014   

           

Β 0.36 0.64 0.37 0.63 0.37 0.63 0.29 0.71 0.37 0.63 

 
The observed data sets appear to display similar patterns when only the duration variable is used to explain the 
probability for a low income spell ending.  However, when additional explanatory variables (sex, age, family 
structure, etc) are considered the fitted models tell different stories across the four countries.  
 
3.4  Variance Estimation 
 
To make appropriate and adequate comparisons between and within countries as well as to investigate the 
significance of our estimates we require good variance estimation.  In this section we will outline examples of 
different comparisons of interest and propose a variance estimator.  
 
To test the significance of our underlying parameters we need to conduct a hypothesis test that will reveal whether 
our parameters differ from zero.  For example, to test if a parameter in Canada is significant we conduct the 

following test 0:H0 =(1)
CANφ .  If our interest is to investigate if significant differences exist between countries or, in 

the case of Canada, between populations represented by two different samples, a different hypothesis will need to be 

tested.  For example, to test if the effects in Canada and the United States are different we test (1)
USA

(1)
CAN φφ =:H 0 , 

and we test (1)
SLID

(1)
LAD φφ =:H0  to investigate any differences between the two available data sets in Canada.  Where 

φφ (1) ⊆ .  To conduct such statistical procedures we need an estimate of the variance of our estimated coefficient 

vector.  The variance is 
 
 )ˆ(EVar)ˆ(VarEˆ(Var SMSM φφφ +=)  

 
where ME  and MVar  are the model based expectation and variance respectively, SE  and SVar   are the expectation 

and variance respectively under the sample design. An estimate of the variance is given by 
 
 ))))) φφφ ˆ(EVar(estˆ(vˆ(Var(est SMS += . 

 
When Nn  is small ))φ̂(( SM EVarest  is small.  Therefore, a good approximation for )φ̂(Var is 

 
 )ˆ(vˆ(Var(est S φφ ≈))  



For calculating )φ̂(vS   we assume that the survey design can be approximated by with replacement selection of 

primary sampling unites (PSU) from each stratum and then use a replication method of variance estimation such as 
the Jackknife or Bootstrap method. 
 

3.5  Future Extensions 
 
When studying two or more types of events in the same model, the formulation in equation (3.3) can still be used.  
For example, when considering simultaneously the conditional probability of exiting low income itλ  and the 

probability of re-entering low income itq , all that is needed is to redefine the vector of independent variables and the 

vector of parameters.  Let itx~  be the new vector of independent variables of order )12( ×p  with ),(~ TT
it

T
it 0xx =  

for exiting low income and ),(~ T
it

TT
it x0x =  for re-entering low income, where 0  is a )1( ×p  vector of 0’s.  Let  β  

be the new vector of parameters of order )12( ×p  where ),( T
2

T
1

T βββ = , 1β  is the vector of parameters associated 

with itλ  and 2β  is the vector of parameters associated to itq . Each probability can be written in terms of itx~  and β ; 

i.e., it21itit p)(l =+= 0ββxλogit  and it2it1 p)( =+= βx0βqitlogit . 

 
 

4.  CONCLUSION 
 
This paper demonstrated how to model transitional probabilities while accounting for unobserved heterogeneity 
through a mixture model.  The procedure was applied to a study that investigates the income dynamics of four 
countries Canada, Britain, Germany and the United States.  The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm was used 
to estimate the unknown parameters for the econometric hazard functions. This algorithm can be implemented using 
any standard statistical software package. 
 
Although models were fitted for all data sets, we expressed the important requirement for a variance estimator before 
appropriate and adequate inferences can be made within and between countries.  Moreover, in section 3.1 we 
proposed a variance estimator that will enable us to make necessary inferences.  Although the proposed Jackknife 
estimator is widely used and accepted in the literature more work is needed before we apply it to our specific 
situation.  
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